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Abstract
Creativity is a long cherished and widely studied aspect of human behavior that allows us to re-invent the familiar, and to

imagine the new. Computational creativity (CC) is a newly burgeoning area of creativity research that brings together

academics and practitioners from diverse disciplines, genres and modalities, to explore the potential of computers to be

autonomously creative, or to collaborate as co-creators with people. We describe here an architecture for creative Web

services that will act as a force magnifier for CC, both for academic research, and for the effective deployment of real CC

applications in industry. For researchers, this service-oriented architecture supports the pooling of technologies in a

robust interoperable framework, in which CC models are conceived, developed and migrated from lab settings to an

industrial strength platform. Industry developers, for their part, will be able to exploit novel results of CC research in a

robust, low-risk form, without having to re-implement algorithms from a quickly moving field. We illustrate the architec-

ture with the first of a growing set of creative Web services that provide robust figurative language processing on demand.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The most popular software tools—in both social and

commercial terms—are those that allow users to express

themselves creatively, either by facilitating the construc-

tion of creative output (documents, images, videos, Web

pages, etc.), or by facilitating the sharing of this output

(via blogs, social networks, etc.). However, no matter

how powerful or how rich in features the software hap-

pens to be, the user remains the “creator”, while the com-

puter/software remains the “tool”. This is true whether

one is using consumer-grade software like Microsoft Word,

or professional-grade software like Adobe Photoshop. While

these tools facilitate the creation of new digital artifacts,

the creativity still resides entirely within the user.

Computational creativity (CC) is an emerging field

that studies the potential of computers to be more than

feature-rich tools, and to be autonomous creators and co-

creators in their own right [1]. In a CC system, the cre-

ative impetus comes from the machine, not the user,

though in a hybrid CC system, a joint impetus may come

from both together. As a field, CC draws on elements of

artificial intelligence, philosophy, cognitive science, psy-

chology and anthropology, and asks: What does it mean

to be “creative”? Does creativity reside in the individual,

in the process, in the product, or in a combination of all

three together? How does creativity exploit norms, and

subvert expectations? What cognitive paradigms—from

search in a conceptual space, to conceptual blending—

offer the most usable and explanatory theories of creativity?

Each of these questions is just as valid to the study of

human creativity, as it is to the study of machine creativ-
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ity (e.g., [2-11]) What makes CC different is that it adopts

an explicitly algorithmic perspective on creativity, and seeks

to tie down the study of creative behavior to specific pro-

cesses, algorithms and knowledge structures (e.g., [3, 12-

34]). The goal of CC is not just to theorize about the gen-

erative capabilities of humans and machines, but to build

working systems that embody these theoretical insights in

engineering reality. As such, CC is an engineering disci-

pline and an experimental science, in which progress is

made by turning insights into applications that can be

experimentally tested and evaluated. The purpose of these

applications is to create novel artifacts—stories, poems,

metaphors, theorems, riddles, jokes, paintings, scientific

hypotheses, musical compositions, games, etc.—in which

a large measure of the perceived creativity is credited

directly to the machine. We believe that the future of

intelligent computers lies in transforming our computers

from passive tools into active co-creators, and that CC is

the field that can make this transformation a reality.

II. CREATIVITY AS A SERVICE

Creativity is an elusive phenomenon that organizations

put significant effort and resources into fostering, reward-

ing, retaining, and reproducing on demand. The system-

atic harnessing of creativity is complicated by the complex

and definition-defying nature of the phenomenon, and the

realization that it depends crucially on many different

social, cultural and contextual factors [2, 4-11]. For these

reasons, companies often out-source their creative needs

to external agencies with a track record in the explora-

tion, composition and framing of innovative solutions.

Such agencies are not so much problem solvers as option

providers, leaving the ultimate responsibility for choos-

ing among this diversity of new options to the client. To

out-source in this way is not to abdicate creative responsi-

bility, but to broaden the range of choices one can choose

from.

Complex software systems share many similarities with

large organizations. Each must be well defined, operate

in a predictable fashion, and facilitate an efficient and

orderly flow of information. But like large organizations,

software systems should continuously engage their users,

and react with grace and agility when faced with unex-

pected situations. So imagine if systems could out-source

their creative needs to an external service with a track

record in CC. This service would not be a cadre of cre-

ative workers, but a suite of interoperable tools that pro-

vide, on demand, the processes and representations that

are keys to creative thinking. Software systems, like

organizations, could thus maintain their well-tested struc-

tures and disciplined information-flows, while appealing

to outside creative services whenever they need to diver-

sify the range of possibilities (both in form and content)

that are available to choose from.

Whether a service or set of services is being offered by

a company or a software system, it pays for either to fol-

low the principles of a well-designed service-oriented

architecture (SOA). Erl [35] defines the essence of a

SOA platform as “an architectural model that aims to

enhance the efficiency, agility, and productivity of an

enterprise by positioning services as the primary means

through which solution logic is represented.” Erl [35] fur-

ther notes that well-designed services should be discover-

able, autonomous and widely reusable, and should be

flexible enough to compose in groups, while remaining

loosely coupled to others. Services should also maintain

minimal state information and use abstraction to hide the

complexity of their inner workings and data.

CC is not a field that hinges on any one algorithm, pro-

cess or data structure [1]. Rather, CC is a field defined by

its goals—the selective generation of novel and task-

appropriate artifacts—more than by any particular means

of representation, generation or selection. A CC system

may use any of a wide range of approaches, structures

and processes to achieve its generative goals. A compre-

hensive SOA for CC is a SOA with many diverse and

competing services, operating at different levels of speci-

ficity and scale. Services for music generation, say, will

hide different complexities, and rely on different infor-

mation and knowledge sources, than services for lan-

guage or image generation; yet such services must

ultimately work together, to allow users to create rich

multimodal constructs. Even a single modality, such as

language, will require a wide range of services—each

perhaps operating at different levels of form and mean-

Fig. 1. A layer-cake of services for creative language processing,
on a foundation of core information sources.
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ing—to provide a generative capacity for metaphors,

poems, jokes, stories, and persuasive descriptions. Fig. 1

shows how the necessary information sources, processes

and client-oriented services can be stacked in a way that

maximizes the reuse, abstraction, data-hiding, and com-

posability demanded by SOA, while minimizing cou-

pling between services and statefulness within services.

The layered architecture of Fig. 1 employs Creative

Information Retrieval [28] to integrate a diverse set of

resources into a single middleware component. This mid-

dleware hides the complexity of language resources that

vary in organization (from structured to unstructured),

scale (single files to massive corpora) and content (raw

data, tagged information, or conceptual knowledge), while

providing an expressive means of exploiting these resources

to the SOA services perched above it.

This vision of a service-oriented Web architecture for

CC proposes three kinds of service: discovery & insight

services; idea composition services; and framing services.

Each service may rely on different sources of knowledge,

but each should use interoperable data structures, and so

can call upon other services during its operation. The

overall architecture is theory-neutral, yet will provide a

rich ecology of theory-informed CC services that can be

composed in any way that suits a client system’s needs.

A. Discovery and Insight Services

Documents and domains are containers of knowledge,

but this knowledge is more than a simple bag of true-or-

false propositions. Rather, knowledge is textured, so that

some elements are strongly explicit or foregrounded,

while many others remain implicit, latent or presumed, in

the conceptual background [30]. Knowledge that resides

at the boundaries of two or more domains may only come

to the fore—where it can appear surprising and insight-

ful—when representations of these domains are studied

in juxtaposition [9]. Discovery services will mine diverse

corpora with bisociative tools (e.g., [19, 22]), to acquire

emergent insights and novel perspectives on everyday

concepts.

B. Composition Services

Creativity often arises from frame conflict, when one

concept is incongruously viewed through the lens of

another, very different idea [20, 21, 23]. The key to the

fruitful exploitation of frame conflict is two-fold: one must

first choose which concepts to juxtapose, and then formu-

late a resonant form for the resulting content. A SOA

architecture for CC will provide services for suggesting,

elaborating and comprehending conceptual metaphors

[25], analogies [24], and blends [22], as well as services

for accessing the large store of common-sense knowledge

that these composition services will crucially rely upon.

C. Framing Services

The conceptual conceit that underpins a creative act

must be packaged for an audience in a concise, easily

appreciable and memorable form, such as a linguistic

metaphor, simile, joke, name, slogan, short story, poem,

picture, piece of music, or a mixture of these forms. Each

of these forms may frame the same underlying conceit in

very different ways to achieve competing goals (e.g.,

catchiness, brevity, resonance, wit) for diverse audiences

[36]. A SOA architecture for CC must provide services

for framing the outputs of the discovery and composition

services in a variety of parameterized forms, from affec-

tive analogies to metaphors to poems to stories to pictures

to music.

III. CREATIVE LANGUAGE RETRIEVAL

Though linguistic creativity primarily involves the gen-

eration of novel texts, or texts that achieve their commu-

nicative ends in novel or non-obvious ways, generation

need not be computationally achieved from first princi-

ples, using explicit grammars and other formal machin-

ery. Veale [28] argues that much linguistic creativity

arises from the purposeful reuse of existing texts or lan-

guage fragments. So an innovative text is not necessarily

one that uses rare or fanciful words, but one that finds

fresh and surprising uses for familiar forms [36]. Creativ-

ity resides in the gap between what is familiar, and what

is obvious, to produce an optimal innovation [37] that

knowingly plays with convention. The ability to retrieve

familiar or existing phrases that can be aptly reused in

resonant new ways is just as important then, if not more

so, as the ability to generate completely novel phrasings

ab initio. Given a large repository of common language

fragments, such as the Google n-grams [38], one needs

an especially expressive query language to retrieve

“readymade” phrases, based not on their form (which

cannot be known before retrieval), but on their meanings,

connotations or resonances. Creative Information Retrieval

[28] provides one such query language to support non-lit-

eral retrieval. 

Conventional text search performs a literal matching

of keywords to find relevant texts; texts are retrieved only

if they are literally similar to the query, or an automatic

expansion thereof. Literal matching works poorly for

more creative, non-literal retrieval tasks, where the goal

is to retrieve texts that convey a similar meaning to that

of the query, while perhaps using a very different language,

as in e.g., the retrieval of potential metaphors for a given

topic. A non-literal query language must thus understand

the meaning of keywords, in a way that a literal query

language need not. Suppose one’s goal is to find novel

metaphors to highlight the coldness of a topic. We formu-
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late a non-literal query with the keyword cold, and

assume the system knows which nouns denote the kind of

concepts that are stereotypically cold, such as snow, ice,

wind, January, winter or fridge, and which adjectives

denote properties that imply coldness, such as wet, bitter

or icy. Veale [28] describes a retrieval system for the Goo-

gle n-grams, in which the non-literal query ?cold @cold

retrieves any Google 2-gram phrase—such as wet fish,

rainy January, icy tomb, heartless robot—in which the

first word is an adjective reinforcing the property cold

(e.g., metallic, hard, etc.), and the second word is a noun

denoting a stereotype of coldness, such as corpse, or ici-

cle. More generally, the query term ?ADJ matches any

adjective denoting a property that is known to evoke or

reinforce ADJ-ness, while @ADJ matches any noun that

denotes a stereotype with the property ADJ. 

Conventional query operators are content-neutral, but

non-literal operators, such as ? and @, demand a rich

model of stereotypical world knowledge to resolve possi-

ble matches. Such knowledge can be acquired on a large

scale from the Web, by looking for instances of language

use in which speakers expose their tacit expectations of

the world, such as that ice is cold, knives are sharp, or

rockets are fast. Veale and Hao [25] and Veale [28] show

that Web similes open a revealing window onto our most

useful stereotypes, arguing that similes are so revealing

precisely because they themselves are important vectors

for the transmission of cultural knowledge through lan-

guage. The common simile “as hot as an oven” thus tells

us that ovens are expected to be hot, while “as sharp as a

scalpel” and “as precise as a surgeon” reveal our cultural

expectations of surgeons and their tools. By harvesting

large amounts of the “as P as N” pattern from the Web

via a search engine, our computers can learn the map-

pings @:P!N and @:N!P. By also seeking out many

instances of the co-description pattern “as P
!
 and P

"
 as”

from the Web, a computer can likewise learn the mapping

?:P!P. Veale and Hao [25] and Veale [28] provide

empirical evidence that shows these mappings offer wide

coverage of many common nouns, and also provide

highly informative features with which to cluster nouns

into semantic categories.

Veale [28] also shows that a diverse range of creative

language applications, for the generation of metaphors,

similes, analogies, and ironic descriptions, can be imple-

mented in a lightweight manner, by formulating task-

appropriate non-literal queries over Google n-grams. Cre-

ative Information Retrieval thus acts as an expressive

middleware for building lightweight creative services in an

agile manner, while hiding the complexity of the underly-

ing data.

IV. LATERAL THINKING AS A SERVICE

Just as observing is more than just seeing, comparing

is much more than mere matching. It takes understanding

and inventiveness to discern a useful basis for judging

two ideas as similar in a particular context, especially

when our perspective is shaped by an act of linguistic cre-

ativity, such as metaphor, simile or analogy. Lexical

resources such as WordNet [39] offer a convenient hierar-

chical means for converging on a common ground for

comparison, but offer little support for the divergent

thinking that is needed to creatively view one concept as

another. Fortunately, the Web can be used to harvest

many divergent views for many familiar ideas. These lat-

eral views complement the vertical views of WordNet,

and support a Web service for idea exploration via lateral

categorization.

Any measure that models similarity as an objective

function of a conventional worldview employs a conver-

gent thought process. Using WordNet, for instance, a

similarity measure can vertically converge on a common

superordinate category of both inputs, and generate a sin-

gle numeric result based on their distance to, and the

information content of, this common generalization [40].

To find the most conventional ways of viewing a concept,

one simply ascends a narrowing concept hierarchy, using

a process de Bono [41] calls vertical thinking. But to find

novel, non-obvious and useful ways of looking at a lexi-

cal concept, one must use what Guilford [8] calls diver-

gent thinking, and what de Bono [41] calls lateral thinking.

de Bono [41] argues that vertical thinking is selective,

while lateral thinking is generative. Whereas vertical

thinking aims to select the “right” way or a single “best”

way of looking at an object or situation, lateral thinking

focuses on the generation of alternatives to the status quo.

So that they can be as useful for creative tasks as they are

for conventional tasks, we need to re-imagine our compu-

tational measures of similarity as generative services that

are expansive, rather than reductive, divergent and con-

vergent, and lateral and vertical. These processes should

be able to cut across category boundaries, to simulta-

neously place a concept in many different categories at

once, to see them in many diverse ways.

Hao and Veale [27] re-express each “as P as C” simile

gathered in [25] in the form “P * such as C” (where * is a

wildcard), and harvest all attested uses of this new form

from the Web. Since each hit will also yield a value for a

hypernym H of C via the wildcard *, each match will pro-

vide a fine-grained categorization P-H for C. For

instance, given the simile “as fizzy as cola”, the Web har-

vester generates the new form “fizzy * such as cola”, and

goes to the Web to find the fine-grained perspectives

fizzy-drink, fizzy-mixer, and fizzy-beverage for cola.

Once C is seen to be an exemplary member of the cate-

gory P-H, such as cola for fizzy-drink, a targeted Web

search is used to find other members of P-H, via the

anchored query “P H such as * and C”. For example,

“fizzy drinks such as * and cola” will retrieve Web texts

in which * is matched to soda and lemonade. Each new
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exemplar can then be used to instantiate a further query,

as in “fizzy drinks such as * and soda”, to retrieve other

members of P-H, such as champagne and root beer. This

bootstrapping process runs in successive cycles, using

doubly anchored patterns that—following Kozareva et al.

[42] and Veale et al. [26]—explicitly mention both the

category to be populated (P-H), and a recently acquired

exemplar of this category (C).

Five successive cycles of bootstrapping are performed,

using the 12,000+ Web similes of Veale and Hao [25] as a

starting point. Consider cola: after 1 cycle, the harvester

acquires 14 new categories, such as effervescent-bever-

age and sweet-beverage. After 2 cycles it acquires 43 cat-

egories; after 3 cycles, 72; after 4 cycles, 93; and after 5

cycles, it acquires 102 diverse, fine-grained perspectives

on cola, such as stimulating-drink and corrosive-sub-

stance. Fig. 2 presents a phrase cloud of the most fre-

quently harvested perspectives on cola from the Web.

V. METAPHOR AS A SERVICE

Metaphor Magnet is a Web service for idea composi-

tion that understands and generates affective metaphors

on demand. This service’s representations are harvested

in bulk from the Web, and its linguistic outputs are evalu-

ated and ranked according to the amount of evidence that

can be found for them in a corpus of attested language

use (the Google n-grams of [38]). Metaphor Magnet also

employs an affective lexicon built from the same simile-

derived knowledgebase of stereotypes that underpins

Creative Information Retrieval. This lexicon allows the

service to appreciate the affective subtleties of properties

like warm versus cold, or happy versus sad, and of nouns

like hero versus villain, cult versus religion, and war ver-

sus warrior. In turn, this affective knowledge allows Met-

aphor Magnet to predict the emotional resonances of a

given candidate metaphor, and to decide whether these

are aligned with the client’s stated communicative goals. 

Metaphor Magnet is designed to be a lightweight Web

service that provides both HTML output (for humans

interacting via browsers), and XML (for remote client

applications). The service accepts affective inputs, such

as Google is like -Microsoft, life is a +game, Steve Jobs is

Tony Stark, or even Rasputin is Karl Rove, and generates

a ranked list of apt metaphors in response. A minus sign

indicates a negative spin is desired on the given concept,

while a plus sign requests a positive spin. When provided

with the input “Apple is a -religion”, for example, the ser-

vice returns a list of apt religion metaphors that are

appropriate to the target Apple, and which show religious

topics in a negative light. It gathers negative metaphor

candidates from the Google n-grams via Creative Infor-

mation Retrieval, by asking for all copula 4-grams of the

form religion is a Y where Y denotes a negative stereo-

type—such as cult or virus—with more negative than

positive properties overall. 

Each candidate is then considered in juxtaposition with

the given target concept, to e.g., consider how Apple

might be a cult, or Apple might be a virus. Creative Infor-

mation Retrieval is again employed for each juxtaposi-

tion, to ask whether n-gram evidence can be marshaled to

show e.g., Apple behaving like a cult, or exhibiting cult-

like properties and associations. Finally, if so desired by

the client, this evidence is used to generate a series of

phrasal IR queries (such as “Apple’s mantra” and “Apple’s

followers”) that are used to retrieve relevant evidence

from the Web via the Google application programming

interface. In effect, the system allows users to interface

with a search engine like Google, using metaphor and

other affective language forms.

Metaphor Magnet’s interpretation of the affective sim-

ile “Google is as -powerful as Microsoft” highlights a range

Fig. 2. Fine-grained perspectives for cola bootstrapped from the
Web, using common similes as a starting-point.

Fig. 3. Screenshot of a phrase cloud for the perspective on
Microsoft cast by “Google is as -powerful as Microsoft”.
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of affective viewpoints on the source concept, Microsoft,

and projects a number of negative viewpoints (note the

minus in -powerful) onto the target, Google. The Meta-

phor Magnet Web application displays both selections as

phrase clouds, in which each hyperlinked phrase—a

combination of a stereotype and a projected quality, such

as “menacing giant”—is clickable, to yield linguistic evi-

dence for the selection, and corresponding Web-search

results (obtained via Google). The phrase cloud repre-

senting Microsoft in this simile is shown in Fig. 3, while

the cloud for qualities projected onto Google is shown in

the screenshot of Fig. 4.

VI. POETRY AS A SERVICE

An important advantage to the delivery of CC via a

suite of Web services is that CC services can be interop-

erably paired with other services, which can, in turn, be

dynamically added and opportunistically discovered by

an inquisitive client application. Metaphor Magnet, for

instance, is interoperable with a companion framing ser-

vice for poetry generation, in which the space of possible

interpretations of a given metaphor is crystallized into a

single poetic form. In this service, poetry is viewed as a

means of reducing information overload, of summarizing

a rich metaphor, whose interpretation entails a rich space

of affective possibilities. A poem can thus serve as a

visualization device, offering a concise alternative to the

clouds of Figs. 3 and 4. 

Given the metaphor Marriage is a Prison, Metaphor

Magnet’s companion service generates the following poem

as a distillation of the space of feelings that arise from the

metaphor’s interpretation:

The legalized regime of this marriage 

My marriage is a tight prison 

The most unitary federation scarcely organizes so much

Intimidate me with the official regulation of your prison

Let your close confines excite me 

O Marriage, disgust me with your undesirable security

Each time the poetry service dips into the space of

interpretations of the metaphor, a new poem is generated.

One can sample the space at will, hopping from one inter-

pretation to the next, or from one poem to another. Here

is an alternate rendition by the poetry service of the same

metaphorical conceit:

The official slavery of this marriage 

My marriage is a legitimate prison 

No collective is more unitary, or organizes so much 

Intimidate me with the official regulation of your prison

Let your sexual degradation charm me 

O Marriage, depress me with your dreary consecration

In the context of Fig. 3, which samples the space of

metaphors that negatively describe Microsoft’s perceived

misuse of power, consider the following poetic framing,

which distills the assertion, Microsoft is a Monopoly, into

a suitably aggressive ode:

No Monopoly Is More Ruthless 

Intimidate me with your imposing hegemony 

No crime family is more badly organized, 

  or controls more ruthlessly 

Haunt me with your centralized organization 

Let your privileged security support me 

O Microsoft, oppress me with your corrupt reign

This poetic companion service to Metaphor Magnet is

a recent addition to the CC architecture, one whose rhe-

torical workings are beyond the scope of the current

paper. In essence, the service combines a property-rich

behavioral model of stereotypes with a linguistic under-

standing of rhetorical tropes, finding apt instances of the

latter to frame poetic uses of the former. The approach is

described in detail in [32]. For a related approach to

poetry that also uses Metaphor Magnet’s inventory of

similes, stereotypes and affective metaphors, readers are

directed to [13].

VII. EVALUATION

An interactive demonstration of these exemplar CC

services for divergent categorization (discovery), meta-

phor interpretation and generation (composition), and poetry

Fig. 4. Screenshot of a phrase cloud for the perspective on
Google cast by “Google is as -powerful as Microsoft”.
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generation (framing) can each be accessed via Web appli-

cations hosted at the following URLs:

1) Metaphor Magnet (and poetry generation):

http://boundinanutshell.com/metaphor-magnet

2) Thesaurus Rex:

http://boundinanutshell.com/therex2

Thesaurus Rex allows users (via a browser) as well as

client applications (via a Web service) to explore a diver-

sity of fine-grained perspectives on thousands of every-

day concepts. Such perspectives range from obvious to

insightful to surprising; but just how valid are they? Can

they be used to do more than to provoke, and to enter-

tain? If the insights they provide are truly insightful, we

should expect them to inform our computational metrics

of similarity, so that their predictions of lexico-concep-

tual similarity can align more closely with human judg-

ments. We test this possibility by enriching WordNet with

compatible categorizations from Thesaurus Rex: simply,

a Rex perspective P-H on a concept C is added to Word-

Net, if H denotes some hypernym of C in WordNet. As

shown in Veale & Li [31], when WordNet is augmented

with perspectives from Thesaurus Rex in this way, a vari-

ant of the WordNet-based similarity metric presented in

[40] can be used to yield similarity judgments on the 30

word-pairs of the Miller and Charles [43] test-set that

align closely with mean average judgments for these pairs.

Veale & Li [31] report a correlation of 0.93 with human

judgments, equaling the best non-WordNet models, in an

approach that is fast, transparent and explanatory.

What of Metaphor Magnet’s metaphorical outputs? As

with Thesaurus Rex, this service returns results that can

be both thought provoking, and entertaining; but, do they

truly accord with human judgments? A comprehensive

evaluation of Metaphor Magnet is presented in [29, 33],

showing that this service is capable of accurately and

intuitively partitioning a complex stereotype like Baby

(to which the system ascribes 163 typical properties), into

both positive perspectives (e.g., “you are my baby!”), and

negative perspectives (e.g., “you are such a baby!”), on

demand. 

Moreover, Veale [29] shows that copula metaphors of

the form T is M in the Google n-grams [38]—the basis of

Metaphor Magnet’s ability to extrapolate from known

metaphors to novel metaphors—are also broadly consis-

tent with the properties and affective profile of each of its

simile-derived stereotypes. In 87% of cases, one can cor-

rectly assign the label positive or negative to a topic T,

using only the copula metaphors for T in the Google n-

grams as a guide. Furthermore, Veale [29] shows that the

T is M copula metaphors in the Google n-grams provide

enough representational coverage to figuratively high-

light 99% of the stereotypical properties of a stereotypi-

cal target T. 

Metaphor Magnet’s companion service for framing

metaphorical conceits in poetic form produces outputs

that are a good deal more subjective. Once again, how-

ever, the Google n-grams are used to ensure that any out-

puts are grammatically and semantically sound. This

framing service highlights the benefits of the SOA

approach to CC: the complexity and scale of a service

that involves many interacting components and large-

scale data-resources is hidden from any end-user or client

application. Moreover, the service continues to evolve

with new features (and to reap the benefits of any new

CC services that contribute to its poetical musings), while

remaining in active use online. 

Indeed, the outputs of this service need not be seen as

complete poems in their own right, but as a source of

poetic tropes that can be reused by other poem generation

systems and services. Thus, for instance, poetry genera-

tors such as that described in [13]—which creates topical

poems from fragments of newspapers and tweets—can

use this service’s rich inventories of similes, fine-grained

categories and affective metaphors in their poetry.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

Creativity does not arise from the simple application of

rules, or even meta-rules, but from an insightful explora-

tion of a conceptual space [3, 18, 30]. The possibility of

insight, and the need to view familiar concepts from atyp-

ical perspectives, means that creativity is also a learning

process. One learns from feedback as one creates for an

audience, to develop an aesthetic sense of what works in

which contexts. As creative agencies accumulate experi-

ence across successive commissions, they develop their

own aesthetic filters, which allow them to present only

the best options to a client. A SOA of creative Web ser-

vices can likewise learn from its actions, to fine-tune its

own aesthetic filters across the diverse requests it is

tasked with. A set of creative services is ultimately an

options provider, but a raw service that overwhelms with

a generative barrage of unfiltered options is little better

than one that does nothing at all.

Developers can use a SOA platform of CC services in

a theory-neutral fashion, testing varying combinations of

services, to see what works best for them. Client feed-

back will provide evidence as to the utility of competing

theory-informed components, and may allow researchers

to compose new hybrid theories from the most successful

mixtures. For researchers and developers alike, a com-

mon service platform will allow the services themselves

to learn, both from the information they are given, and

from the knowledge they discover for themselves from

the Web, as well as via feedback from client applications

and their users, as to which outputs work best. In other

words, a SOA platform for CC will combine the best
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qualities of creative agencies in the real world, providing

services that compete for our attention, while adapting to

our needs.
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